
VOCABULARY SET  (Shiloh)

DIRECTIONS: define the words below, then determine which one belongs in each blank. 

Name: ____________
Date: ___/___/1   
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1.  After noticing a                     of dents and scratches on the  
                 s we had ordered, I made the                       that they 

had been                      ed by the people                      ing them to 
our house.

2. The store manager listened with                       to my complaint, 
and had the                       to replace them with a brand new 
washer and dryer the following day.  

3. After all the hassle, the new machines were only in our garage 
for a week before I bumped into them with my car.  When my 
wife saw the new                       my car had inflicted on them, she 
let out a                      .

4. “Wha-- what happened now??” she cried in a                      ing 
voice, looking almost as                       as if her cat had just died.

quaver (v) - ______________________________________
mistreat (v) - ______________________________________
couple (n) - _____________________________________
mournful (   ) - ______________________________________
sympathy (   ) - ____________________________________
deliver (   ) - ___________________________________
shriek (n) - _____________________________________
decency (   ) - _____________________________________
injury (   ) - ______________________________________
inference (   ) - _____________________________________
appliance (   ) - ____________________________________



1.  After noticing a couple of dents and scratches on the 
appliances we had ordered, I made the inference that they 
had been mistreated by the people delivering them to our 
house.

2. The store manager listened with sympathy to my complaint, and 
had the decency to replace them with a brand new washer 
and dryer the following day.  

3. After all the hassle, the new machines were only in our garage 
for a week before I bumped into them with my car.  When my 
wife saw the new injury my car had inflicted on them, she let 
out a shriek.

4. “Wha-- what happened now??” she cried in a quavering 
voice, looking almost as mournful as if her cat had just died.



quaver(v)   mistreat(v)  couple(n)  sympathy   deliver  shriek(n)  injury  inference  appliance  

Damage to a person or thing    _________

A high-pitched, short scream    _________

To abuse or hurt someone or something     _________

To shiver when speaking    _________

To give or bring something to someone    _________

A pair of people or things    _________

Something you figure out from a story    _________

When you feel bad for someone else, you have this    _________

A machine found in the home    _________

Shiloh Vocab Matching Test
Match the words that match these definitions:            Name:_______________
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Damage to a person or thing    _________

A high-pitched, short scream    _________

To abuse or hurt someone or something     _________

To shiver when speaking    _________

To give or bring something to someone    _________

A pair of people or things    _________

Something you figure out from a story    _________

When you feel bad for someone else, you have this    _________

A machine found in the home    _________
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